Language evolution is not like genomic evolution: Phonemic Diversity Fails to Detect Language
Evolution out of Africa
Recent work [1] claims that one can track language’s evolutionary history via phonemic diversity (pd):
it asserts that as one moves away from Africa, pd falls, paralleling a genomic diversity-African origin link [2].
To the contrary, we have demonstrated that this hypothesized link does not hold: replacing the phonological
metric in [1] with phoneme counts from the UCLA database [3], barely 10%, of pd variation is accounted for
by distance from Africa, far less that found with genetic variation, which approaches nearly 100% [2]. We
conclude that unlike genetic diversity – more easily measured, located, and tracked – language’s withinspecies evolutionary variation over time does mirror genetic variation. Rather, the association between
phonemic diversity and African origin reflects an attenuated statistical ‘echo’ piggy-backed on the genomic
variation associated with human migration, a result consonant with other research results correlating
variation in human external form, e.g., cranial measurements, with distance-from-Africa [4].
[1] modeled language diffusion as successive population waves from Africa, with phonemic diversity
lower in smaller founder populations. Language diversity is also expected to be inversely proportional to
distance from Africa, directly proportional to log population size (see [5]). However, other researchers have
advanced arguments pro and con regarding [1]’s results; see [6]-[12]. To our knowledge, to date there has
been no attempt at an exact, control replication of [1], followed by more accurate phonological analysis. We
have done that here. First, we carried out a replication of [1], using data supplied by its author (population
size, adjusted km distance from Africa, and ‘binned’ WALS phonemic data, 504 languages). We then applied
statistical analysis as in [1] (including Mantel and partial Mantel correlations, using the same Arlequin 3.1
bioinformatics package as in [1]). We replicated exactly all statistical results of [1], e.g. [13], Table S3. Next,
we replaced [1]’s ‘binned’ values for consonants, vowels, and tones (e.g., 2-4 vowels =value 1; 5-6=2; 714=3; etc.) with numerical values from the UCLA phonological segment inventory database [3]. We
retrieved as many languages as could be matched against those from the WALS sample used by [1], roughly
80% of the original, for a total of 301 languages out of 504; the reduced sample was examined and found
unbiased. Statistical tests on the new dataset following [1] showed that distance from Africa fell accounting
for 25.6% of the variance in pd (controlled for population size), to 10% (p < 0.001), leaving 90% of the pd
variation unexplained; see the Figure below. This low explained variance component is matches that found
for other phenotype-African origin studies, e.g., cranial measurements in [4], who likewise noted that a
complex genotype-to-phenotype mapping might attenuate statistical detection of a distance-phenotype
‘signal.’ In sum, the direct application of methods drawn from genetics to language evolution bear closer
scrutiny: while the measurement of genetic variation comprises a staple of our understanding of how the
human population diversified and changed, phenotypic properties, particularly behavioral phenotypes such as
language overlaid by cultural change, constitute a far less secure ‘signal’ for tracking evolutionary diffusion.
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